Fedconnect
Submitting Questions about Funding Opportunities

Investigators are permitted to submit technical questions about Funding Opportunities to Fedconnect. Because this requires an account, your Contract Administrator (CA) will submit the question through the ORAA account and respond to you with the answer.

In order to submit a question, please email your CA with
- Reference Number/FOA identifier,
- Title of the Funding Opportunity,
- Question(s) you need to ask.

Your CA will be able to view previously submitted and answered questions. Your question will be entered into the Fedconnect portal. Keep in mind that the question and answer are public, and should not contain proprietary information.

Updated on 12/15/2022
When the answer is received, your CA will send it to you by email.

The preapplication should include one single collaborator table that lists the collaborators for all senior/key personnel. For the spreadsheet submitted via email this should be a single tab on a single collaborator Excel file, with a single header at the top (following the template) and then one single list of all collaborators. For submission via PAAMS that single list can then be converted to PDF and appended to the end of the pre-application.

--------------------
Good morning--

How should the Collaborators Tables for each Senior Key Personnel (SKP) be included in the proposal and emailed?

1. When submitted through PAAMS, should each SKP's lists be kept separated and concatenated and PDF'd or should each SKP's list be combined into 1 Teble and PDF'd AND